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Soufrière Hills Volcano,Montserrat, erupted from1995 to 2010, with activity including dome growth, destructive
pyroclastic density currents and Vulcanian explosions. Monitoring data, such as gas emissions, show the system
is still in a state of unrest. The recent eruptions provide an opportunity to study, in real time, a complex
subduction-related subvolcanic transcrustal melt-mush reservoir, its magma fluxes, and the timing of crystal
andmelt storage prior to eruptive paroxysms. How andwhenmush destabilisation occurs prior to volcanic erup-
tions continues to be a question of intense debate. Evidence of mafic magma intrusion, a potential eruptive trig-
ger, is preserved in enclaveswith quenched anddiffusemargins that aremingledwith crystal-rich andesite. Here,
in thisfirst study of SoufrièreHills Volcano zircon,we report zircon ages and compositions formafic-intermediate
enclaves and host andesites from themost recent dome collapse in 2010 to place temporal constraints onmagma
reservoir processes. Zircon 238U-230Th disequilibrium crystallisation ages ranging between c. 2–250 ka constrain
the longevity of the magmatic plumbing system. Uniform Hf isotopes, εHf 11.3 ± 1.2 to 14.6 ± 1.5, indicate in-
variant compositions that are typical for island arc magma sources. Zircon trace element concentrations and
Ti-in-zircon crystallisation temperatures indicate crystallisation in isolated, small-volume, lenses with variable
fractions of melt of heterogeneous compositions. We suggest amalgamation of assorted crystal cargoes from
these lenses occurred prior to eruption during mush destabilisation triggered by mafic magma recharge. Zircon
textures, on the other hand, shed light on recent centimetre-scale magma mingling immediately prior to erup-
tion. Euhedral-subhedral zircon is preferentially preserved in or near quenched contacts of the least-evolved en-
clave and host andesite. By contrast, reheating of the andesite by the mafic magma recharge in the presence of
zircon-undersaturated melts promoted zircon resorption. This led to the formation of subhedral-anhedral cor-
roded zircon that is typical in the host andesite mush. Zircon thus reveals processes ranging from 100,000s of
years of andesite storage to short-term partial destruction in response to transient heating and magma mixing
events.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Characterisation of magmatic processes is critical to the understand-
ing of long-term dynamics of volcanic activity. Soufrière Hills Volcano
(SHV), a stratovolcano on the Caribbean island of Montserrat (Fig. 1),
is an active geological hazard, it is unknownwhether recent volcanic ac-
tivity has now ceased or may reinitiate. The only historical eruption of
SHV began in 1995 after c. 350 years of quiescence (Young et al.,
1998) and continued to 2010 in five discrete episodes, phases I–V
er the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1.Map of Montserrat, showing the Soufrière Hills Volcano, South Soufrière Hills, Centre Hills and Silver Hills (after Plail et al., 2018). Inset: map of the Lesser Antilles island arc. The
current limit of the areawith controlled access ismarkedwith a dashed line. The sampling location ismarkedwith a star. Fromnorth to south: SilverHills – pale yellow (c. 2170–1030 ka);
CentreHills– pale orange (c. 1140–380 ka); Soufrière Hills – pale red (450 ka–present); South Soufrière Hills – pale purple (c. 130 ka). Ages fromHatter et al. (2018). (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(Wadge et al., 2014 and references therein). The longevity and variabil-
ity of the eruptionmakes it particularly suited to the study of magmatic
processes and eruptive triggers. The recent SHV eruptions have in-
cluded passive dome growth, destructive pyroclastic density currents,
including a lateral blast, and Vulcanian explosions (Fig. 2a and b). Pre-
existing petrological work provides excellent constraints on magmatic
intensive variables and their variance as well as a framework of models
into which new data and findings can be integrated (e.g., Murphy et al.,
2000; Zellmer et al., 2003a; Christopher et al., 2014; Plail et al., 2018).
Comprehensive quantitative observations of surface activity and geo-
physical constraints on subsurface changes are available in an excep-
tional monitoring dataset, these can place important independent
controls on petrological models (cf., Kahl et al., 2013; Pankhurst et al.,
2018).

Early in the SHV eruption the underlying driving forces for its activ-
itywere interpreted to be recharge ofmaficmagma remobilising an ‘an-
desitic mush’, by addition of heat and volatiles (Murphy et al., 2000;
Sparks and Young, 2002). As the volcanic activity progressed, additional
ideas about magma interactions were developed and long-term moni-
toring and rock record data pointed to continued recharge and complex
2

magma storage and plumbing (Wadge et al., 2014 and references
therein).Maficmagma remnants are ubiquitously preserved asmingled
mafic-intermediate enclaves (henceforth referred to as enclaves) in
host andesites. These enclaves show textures including quenched, cren-
ulated and diffuse margins which collectively indicate that mafic
magma was entrained in the andesite (Fig. 2c and d). Recently, how-
ever, various lines of evidence are converging to suggest that mafic
magma recharge ceased prior to the most recent activity. For example,
a five-fold increase in enclave abundance and the appearance of por-
phyritic enclaves during phase III, i.e.,mid-2005 to early-2007, of the ac-
tivity led Barclay et al. (2010) to suggest that interaction between
andesite and mafic recharge could have occurred during the course of
that eruptive phase. More generally, Plail et al. (2018) interpreted
changes from phase I to V of activity to indicate the cessation of mafic
magma recharge after phase III. They attributed an increase in enclave
size and abundance, in particular ofmingled enclaves, to resultant thick-
ening of a hybrid layer at the mafic magma-andesite interface. Further-
more, Nd isotope ratio variations show that andesite magma and
enclave interaction peaked during phase III (Cassidy et al., 2012),
whereas whole-rock Pb isotope data indicate the composition of



Fig. 2. a. Pyroclastic density current from a dome collapse to the southwest of Soufrière Hills Volcano, near Brodericks, November 2009 (fromWadge et al., 2014); b. Large block of dome
lava in the dome-collapse pyroclastic density current deposits, February 2010, to the northeast of Soufrière Hills Volcano, near Harris (from Wadge et al., 2014); c. Field photograph of
enclaves in a block of andesite, A: type A enclave with a quenched contact, B: type B enclave with a diffuse contact, tape measure 90 cm (from Plail et al., 2014); d. Field photograph
of enclaves in a block of andesite, A: type A enclave with a quenched contact, B: type B enclave with a diffuse contact, scale 30 cm (from Plail et al., 2014); e. Hand specimen close up
of the quenched contact between the enclave, left-hand side, and andesite, right-hand side, in the least-evolved sample JHS-3, width of field of view 3 cm. A: type A enclave with a
quenched contact, C: andesite; f. Hand specimen close up of the diffuse contact between the enclave, left-hand side, and andesite, right-hand side, in the most-evolved sample JHS-7,
width of field of view 3 cm. B: type B enclave with a diffuse contact, C: andesite; g. Photomicrograph of the contact between an enclave, left, and crystal-rich andesite, right, with
glassy matrix at the contact between the two, width of field of view 0.7 cm. Quenched glassy contact marked with dashed white lines; h. Photomicrograph of an enclave with
diktytaxitic texture, left, formed of white tabular plagioclase and subhedral brown amphibole, with pale interstitial glass and crystal-rich andesite right, width of field of view 0.7 cm.
Contact marked with dashed white line. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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magma sources – including sediment and slab fluid inputs – remained
fairly constant during the most recent activity. In addition, a study of
whole-rock U-series disequilibria in enclaves and host andesite by
3

McGee et al. (2019) suggested that the magmatic system was closed
to fresh gas influx from phase III onwards, which implies that the influx
ofmaficmagma had ceased and current SO2 emissions could quite likely
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be related to residual degassing. Their modelling suggested sporadic
enclave entrainment into the andesite prior to eruption, but critically,
did not suggest mafic magma influx as a trigger for each eruptive
phase. Likewise, Sheldrake et al. (2020) studying aragonite coral
skeleton compositions as tracers of water column chemistry, noted a
tailing off of Mg/Ca spikes – related to the presence of relatively Mg-
rich volcanic ash in the marine environment – after phase III. What is
more, recent modelling of the regional ground deformation, continuing
regional uplift, of the island has been interpreted as viscoelastic rebound
resulting from removal of a significant mass of sub-volcanic magma
early in the activity rather than continued magma recharge (Neuberg
and Pascal, 2020). Considering these new findings, we propose that
careful study of mineral phase ages, compositions, proportions and tex-
tures is an effective way to identify and unpick, even cryptic, magma
mixing processes (cf. Ubide and Kamber, 2018; Cisneros de León and
Schmitt, 2019).

Although SHV is one of the most studied volcanoes in the world, to
date zircon – a unique tool for deciphering magma storage duration
and conditions – has not been characterised in the SHV enclaves and in-
termediate andesite host magma components. Notably, SHV is the type
locality for development of the paradigm-shifting magma reservoir
model of transcrustal mush inwhichmelt-rich layers destabilise, ascend,
and accumulate in shallow transient chambers (Christopher et al., 2015;
Cashman et al., 2017). The model predicts that mush destabilisation can
explain the presence ofmineralswith very different histories in the same
erupted rock sample, for example, amalgamation of zircon grains
crystallised tens or hundreds of thousands of years prior to eruption
(cf., Miller and Wooden, 2004; Claiborne et al., 2010; Storm et al.,
2012a; Howe et al., 2015). Where and for how long minerals and melts
are stored and how these factors influence eruptive potential are impor-
tant questions about magma reservoir processes (Cooper, 2019). Are
crystal cargoes in erupted magmas long-lived records of a ‘cool’ mush
that was entrained into ‘warm’ melt just before eruption, and if so how
and why did mush destabilisation occur? Such information can be fed
into models of volcanic risk at island arcs, in particular related to
medium-long term hazard mitigation planning strategies.

Here we report zircon ages and compositions for SHV enclaves and
host andesites from the 2010 dome collapse combining fieldwork,
petrography, mineral chemistry, whole-rock geochemistry, zircon U-
series geochronology and mineral chemistry Hf isotopes and trace-
element abundances including Ti and rare earth elements. These data
add an additional perspective that permits us to shed light on recon-
struction of the dynamicmagma storage architecture over tens of thou-
sands of years and constrain timescales of magma mingling which
occurred within decadal timescales of eruptive activity.

2. Geological background and field relations

Montserrat is located in the northern Lesser Antilles arc which has
been active for c. 40 Ma as a result of westward subduction of the
North American plate under the Caribbean plate (Bouysse and
Westercamp, 1990). The island has three main volcanic centres
(Fig. 1) (Harford et al., 2002; Coussens et al., 2017; Hatter et al., 2018).
In the north, Silver Hills activity (c. 2170–1030 ka) comprised periodic
andesite lava dome growth and collapse resulting in volcaniclastic se-
quences, explosive Vulcanian style eruptions, and sector collapse events
with related debris avalanche deposits. Centre Hills (c. 1140–380 ka), in
the middle of the island, was the most explosive centre. It produced
block-and-ash flows, pumice-and-ash flows, pumice falls, lahars, and
debris avalanche deposits. To the south, South Soufrière (c. 130 ka),
part of the SHV, erupted basalt and basaltic andesite lava flows, scoria-
fall deposits and minor andesites. The SHV (450 ka-present) has been
dominated by effusive dome growth, associated collapse-related pyro-
clastic density currents, and pumice fall from Vulcanian explosions.

The most recent SHV eruptive activity between 1995 and 2010
began after over 350 years of relative quiescence (Young et al., 1998).
4

The eruptions followed detection of seismic swarms when equipment
was reinstalled in 1992 after Hurricane Hugo destroyed the monitoring
network in 1989 (Murphy et al., 2000). Unusually, activity has lasted for
15 years, with the next longest event known in the region being Mont
Pelée, Martinique which erupted for only 3.5 years from 1902 to 1905.
The recent SHV activity is divided into five phases separated by residual
activity without lava extrusion. Phase I, late-1995 to early-1998, began
with phreatic activity and comprised cycles of andesite dome extrusion,
dome collapse-related pyroclastic density currents and Vulcanian ex-
plosions (Wadge et al., 2014). Phase II, late-1999 to mid-2003, and
Phase III, mid-2005 to early-2007, were dominated by dome growth
and collapse (Christopher et al., 2014). Phase IV, mid-2008 to early-
2009, was more explosive including Vulcanian activity in addition to
dome growth and collapse events (Wadge et al., 2014). Finally Phase
V, late-2009 to early-2010, was also explosive, with ash venting Vulca-
nian activity terminating with a dome collapse (Stinton et al., 2014).
The southern half of the island continues to be an uninhabitable exclu-
sion zone (Fig. 1).

3. Sample description

This study investigates enclaves and crystal-rich host andesites sam-
pled in metre-scale block-and-ash flow outcrops of the terminal exoge-
nous dome collapse in 2010 that revealed rocks from the interior of the
endogenous dome, sub-volcanic magma reservoir, close to the crater
(Fig. 2b). Enclave abundance has varied through the recent eruptions:
increasing in volume from phase I, ~1%, to phase V, ~8–12%; and in ap-
parent size, from ~2–3 cm to 5–6 cm in diameter in phase I, to
<14 cm in phase III and up to ~25 cm in phase V (Barclay et al., 2010;
Plail et al., 2018). Barclay et al. (2010) identified four types of enclaves
in the field: i. diktytaxitic as defined by abundant interstitial cavities be-
tween plagioclase laths; ii. waxy; iii. mixed –with a distinct border with
the andesite; and iv. undifferentiated. The least-evolved, basaltic, en-
claves are phenocryst-poor whereas the more intermediate, basaltic-
andesite, compositions are porphyritic. The enclave borders are mostly
rounded but some have crenulated, wispy, pillow-shaped, or quenched
margins.

We investigated if zircon was present in multiple thin sections of
more than 20 different samples of andesite and enclaves from the
most recent eruptive phase V using an optical cathodoluminescencemi-
croscope. This permitted identification of crystals not clearly visible in
plane polarised light or under cross polars. Some thin sections were
just of andesite, others just of enclave whereas many captured both an-
desite and enclave and the contact between them. In the enclaves, zir-
con was only rarely present, generally as a single isolated grain. In the
andesite samples, zircon was also scarce, typically one to three grains
per thin section most commonly present as inclusions in amphibole
phenocrysts or in the groundmass adjacent to Fe-Ti oxide phenocrysts.
Two samples were singled out for study and we made numerous thin
sections for each of these (Fig. 3, supplementary material figure): i.
the only sample that contained numerous zircon crystals, this was,
counter-intuitively, the least-evolved andesite and enclave pair, JHS-3
(6 thin sections analysed); and ii. the most-evolved zircon-bearing an-
desite and enclave pair, JHS-7 (9 thin sections analysed). In JHS-3 the
enclave has a chilled contact with the andesite, whereas in JHS-7 the
enclave-andesite contact is diffuse.

All zircon analyses were performed in situ on standard polished pet-
rographic thin sections, this permitted determination of the exact com-
positional and textural position of each analysed grain (Tables 2 and 3).

4. Results

4.1. Whole-rock petrography and geochemistry

Detailed descriptions of the petrography and composition of the SHV
mingled andesites and mingled mafic enclaves can be found in Murphy
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Fig. 3. Compilation of selectedmultiple copies of the studied thin sections showing where
zircon is preserved in the least-evolved, JHS-3, andmost-evolved sample JHS-7. Note how
in JHS-3 the zircon is preferentially preserved in the quenched contact between the
enclave and andesite and that there are many fewer zircon with no indication of
preferential preservation in JHS-7. Size of mineral grains exaggerated for clarity. White –
andesite, light grey – quenched contact, mid grey – enclave. (See supplementary
material figure for zircon position in full thin section set).

Table 1
Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat, whole-rock compositions. Major elements are
expressed in weight percent, trace elements in ppm. (LOI: loss on ignition.)

JHS-3 andesite JHS-3 enclave JHS-7 andesite JHS-7 enclave

SiO2 58.02 49.51 60.55 56.73
TiO2 0.65 0.89 0.55 0.64
Al2O3 18.08 19.90 17.12 18.45
MnO 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.16
MgO 3.18 5.30 2.49 3.24
Fe2O3 7.27 9.35 6.48 6.98
CaO 7.52 10.22 6.45 7.78
P2O5 0.13 0.11 0.15 0.12
K2O 0.72 0.54 0.91 0.74
Na2O 3.41 2.52 3.62 3.28
LOI −0.16 −0.37 0.22 0.28
Total 99.15 98.51 98.50 98.12

Li 10.8 10.4 13.6 11.9
Rb 10.9 8.5 13.5 12.7
Cs 0.47 0.33 0.63 0.53
Be 0.67 0.46 0.71 0.69
Sr 245 278 233 251
Ba 183 93 213 178
Sc 16.0 28.9 11.0 17.5
V 146 266 103 154
Cr 3.34 4.04 1.39 4.09
Co 24.1 39.6 18.6 48.2
Ni 6.68 13.58 3.41 25.63
Cu 25.4 97.8 46.8 25.8
Zn 66.1 73.7 58.7 69.9
Ga 17.0 18.3 16.1 17.0
Y 21.2 19.4 21.5 20.2
Nb 3.77 2.69 4.04 3.67
Ta 0.39 0.43 0.42 0.65
Zr 90.0 58.0 102.0 91.0
Hf 2.12 1.59 2.26 2.11
Mo 0.91 0.83 1.16 1.00
Sn 0.82 0.98 6.99 1.78
Tl 0.03 0.01 0.16 0.11
Pb 2.47 1.97 3.46 2.58
U 0.70 0.29 0.84 0.69
Th 2.45 0.95 2.88 2.34
La 10.5 5.6 11.6 10.1
Ce 23.0 13.4 25.3 21.8
Pr 2.96 1.93 3.20 2.85
Nd 12.91 9.67 13.85 12.50
Sm 3.27 2.76 3.38 3.11
Eu 1.10 1.05 1.11 1.09
Gd 2.99 3.08 3.05 2.93
Tb 0.54 0.51 0.55 0.52
Dy 3.45 3.35 3.49 3.32
Ho 0.78 0.74 0.78 0.75
Er 2.17 2.05 2.24 2.10
Tm 0.37 0.34 0.38 0.36
Yb 2.39 2.09 2.55 2.35
Lu 0.41 0.34 0.43 0.40
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et al., (2000); Zellmer et al., (2003a); Christopher et al., (2014); Plail et al.,
(2018), and references therein.Whole-rock and zircon data are presented
in Tables 1–3. Materials and methods are included in a supplementary
materialfile, as is the background rationale for interpretation of the zircon
compositional data and a figure showing the distribution of the zircons in
thin sections –which is summarized in Fig. 3.
5

4.1.1. Andesites
The host andesite is compositionally similar in all the eruptive

phases. In phase V it is porphyritic and crystal-rich, with 29–38% pheno-
crysts (Plail et al., 2014). The main phenocryst phases are hornblende,
plagioclase, hypersthene and Fe-oxides, with minor clinopyroxene and
rounded embayed quartz, accessory minerals are apatite and zircon,
the groundmass contains rare rhyolitic glass (Fig. 2e–h; Murphy et al.,
2000; Plail, 2014). Amphibole varies from fresh to strongly opacitised
and some grains have reaction rims of clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene,
plagioclase and oxides. Plagioclase has normal to reverse zoning with
sieve textures being common and orthopyroxene crystals are reversely
zoned or overgrown by clinopyroxene rims (Murphy et al., 2000). Rare
quartz is variably resorbed or has clinopyroxene rims. The groundmass
is hypocrystalline, interstitial glass abundance varies from <2% in the
least-evolved sample to up to 20% in the most-evolved sample. As de-
tailed above many phenocryst textures indicate disequilibrium.
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The andesites have a subalkaline, calc-alkaline, metaluminous char-
acter SiO2 58.2–61.5 wt%, Na2O + K2O 4.1–4.6 wt%, and a restricted
range of MgO 2.4–3.2 wt%, Al2O3 17.3–18.3 wt% and K2O 0.8–0.9 wt%
(Table 1 and Fig. 4). Whole-rock major and trace element data plotted
versus a differentiation index show linear trends that are attributed to
mixing with the enclaves (Plail, 2014). Rare earth elements normalised
to chondrite show enrichment in light rare earths (LREE) relative to
heavy rare earths (HREE), Eu anomalies are absent or weakly positive-
negative (Fig. 4d). Plail et al. (2014) noted no significant change in the
composition of andesite erupted in phase V compared to earlier phases.

4.1.2. Enclaves
The mostly phenocryst-poor enclaves comprise a continuous com-

positional range from basalt to andesite (Murphy et al., 2000; Plail
et al., 2014). The only enclave phenocryst phase is plagioclase. The
groundmass is composed of plagioclase ± clinopyroxene ±
orthopyroxene ± amphibole ± titanomagnetite and ilmenite with
varying amounts of interstitial glass (Fig. 2e–h) which is rhyolitic in
composition according to Murphy et al. (2000). A diktytaxitic texture
is common. Zircon and apatite are accessory minerals. Coarser-grained
plagioclase, orthopyroxene, amphibole, and rare quartz grains are phe-
nocrysts ‘inherited’ from the andesite (Plail, 2014) and show similar re-
sorption and reaction textures to those seen in the host. Plail et al.
(2014) divided the enclaves into three groups on the basis of their pet-
rographic and compositional characteristics. Type A is represented by
the least-evolved enclave sample JHS-3: highly vesicular (19–40%), up
to 5 mm quenched contacts, phenocryst-poor (<9%), and with a fine-
grained groundmass. Type B represented by sample JHS-7 is the most-
evolved type of enclave: moderately vesicular (9–19%), with diffuse
margins, phenocryst-rich (16–26%), and with a fine to medium-
grained groundmass. Type C, not included in this study, is a composite
of types A and B. The range of enclave types are petrographically distinct
from the andesites, but trend towards them compositionally.

The mafic-intermediate enclaves have a subalkaline, tholeiitic,
metaluminous character SiO2 47.5–57.8 wt%, Na2O + K2O 2.9–4.3 wt%,
and a wide range of MgO 3.3–5.4 wt%, Al2O3 18.3–20.4 wt% and K2O
0.4–8wt% (Table 1 and Fig. 4). The enclave REE show a range of compo-
sitions: normalised to chondrite the least-evolved sample has a flat REE
pattern whereas the most-evolved sample is enriched in LREE relative
to HREE and overlaps with the andesites (Fig. 4d). Plail et al. (2014)
noted a change in the composition of the mafic magma to more Mg-
and V-rich over time.

4.2. Zircon

4.2.1. Texture
In both samples selected for study, and where seen albeit rarely in

other samples, most zircon grains are equidimensional, a few are elon-
gate (Fig. 5). Almost all zircon crystals are small, ~30–70 μm, in cross-
section, but three have dimensions up to 100–200 μm. The grains vary
from anhedral to euhedral with pyramidal terminations. All display
weak to intermediate cathodoluminescence intensities, some have
Fig. 4.Whole-rock major and trace element data, major elements are expressed in weight
percent, trace elements in ppm: a. Total alkalis versus silica diagram for andesites and
enclaves from the present study. Larger symbols, samples JHS-3 and JHS-7. The range of
andesite compositions from the literature are marked as a field with a red outline,
literature data enclave fields for types A, B and C are marked as dark, mid and light grey,
respectively. Alk – alkaline, Ca + Th – calc-alkaline and tholeiitic sub-alkaline field.
Literature data from Plail (2014), Plail et al., (2014) and Christopher et al. (2014); b. Plot
of MgO versus SiO2, fields and data as in a; c. Plot of Al2O3 versus SiO2, fields and data as
in a; d. Chondrite-normalised rare earth element plots, symbols as in a. Normalisation
values of McDonough and Sun (1995). (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 5. Selected cathodoluminescence images of typical morphologies of zircon preserved in the least-evolved sample, JHS-3, enclave, contact and andesite. The images highlight the
euhedral-subhedral morphology of the enclave and contact zircon that contrasts with the subhedral-anhedral, corroded, shape of the zircon in the andesite. Crystal faces in the enclave
and contact zircon and corroded edges in the andesite marked with yellow lines. White bars next to each zircon 50 μm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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concentric zoning and patchy and sector zoning is common. No distinct
cores or rims were identified in any of the crystals.

Detailed petrographic study of numerous thin sections of each of
the selected host andesite and enclave pairs revealed intra- and
inter-sample zircon distributions that vary substantially (Fig. 3, supple-
mentary material figure). In the least-evolved sample, JHS-3, zircon is
preferentially preserved in the quenched contact between the host
andesite and enclave. No such enrichment was detected in the most-
evolved sample, JHS-7, that has a diffuse contact between the two
components, nor in the other, zircon-poor, samples investigated.
Remarkably, zircon in the enclaves and quenched contact are predomi-
nantly euhedral-subhedral whereas in the andesite groundmass they
are typically subhedral-anhedral (Fig. 5).
4.2.2. 238U-230Th zircon crystallisation ages
High-resolution secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)

238U-230Th disequilibrium dating of SHV zircon from andesites and en-
claves of the 2010 dome collapse shows that evolved zircon-saturated
melts were present in at least some parts of the sub-volcanic magma
plumbing system for the last c. 250 ky (Table 2 and Fig. 6). The probabil-
ity density function for the samples is bimodal with a main peak at c.
45 ka and a subsidiary peak at c. 150 ka. Zircon shows 238U-excesses
and 230Th-deficits, plotting to the right of the equiline. 238U/232Th activ-
ity ratios are between ~5 and 11withmost data plotting in the range be-
tween 7 and 10 (Fig. 7). Individual zircon spot analyses (n=31) yielded
238U-230Th zircon-melt isochron model ages from within error of the
present-day eruption to c. 250 ka (Fig. 7). No systematic difference is de-
tected in zircon ages in relation to their compositional – least-evolved
7

andmost-evolved sample pairs – nor textural – enclave/ contact/andes-
ite – context. Errors on individual zircon ages are comparatively large
because U concentrations are low, 37–196 ppm (mean 82 ppm; n =
31), nonetheless the U-series dates can resolve a significant age spread
>100 ky within a single thin section.
4.2.3. Trace elements
The zircon REE concentrations vary considerably: LREE by up to two

orders of magnitude, MREE by an order of magnitude, and HREE by half
an order of magnitude (Table 3 and Fig. 8). Despite this, all chondrite-
normalised REE patterns are subparallel and depleted in LREE relative
to HREE [Gd/Yb]N = 0.013–0.034. The Eu anomalies are weakly to
moderately negative with Eu/Eu* = 0.28–0.54 (where Eu = EuN and
Eu* = [Sm × Gd]N0.5) (Fig. 8) compared to absent or weakly positive
values for the whole-rocks (Fig. 4). This suggests plagioclase fraction-
ation prior to zircon crystallisation. By contrast, zircon Ce anomalies
are strongly positive with Ce/Ce* = 7.3–99.1 (where Ce = CeN and
Ce* = [La × Pr]N0.5) (Fig. 8), but again absent in the whole-rock data
(Fig. 4). As with age data, variations in zircon element concentrations
are independent of compositional and textural context.

Other zircon trace element concentrations are also heterogeneous,
varying from almost typical MORB zircon values U/Yb < 0.1,
Hf ≤ 9000 ppm, Yb ≤ 500 ppm (Grimes et al., 2015) to much more
evolved compositions Hf ~13,400 ppm and Yb ~1400 ppm. They are
also independent of compositional context or textural position, as
shown by overlapping ratios such as U/Yb = 0.13–0.20 and 0.12–0.18
and Th/U = 0.4–1 and 0.4–0.8 in the least- and most-evolved samples,
respectively (Table 3 and Fig. 9). All zircon U concentrations are low,



Table 2
Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat, U–Th zircon ages.

Sample zircon Textural position (238U)/(232Th) 1σ (230Th)/(232Th) 1σ m 1σ Th age 1σ + 1σ - U

ka ka ka ppm

JHS-3-A z412 Enclave 6.83 0.127 3.54 0.382 0.443 0.0657 64.0 13.7 −12.2 86.9
JHS-3-D z1 Contact 8.46 0.153 5.88 0.717 0.658 0.0964 117 36 −27 90.6
JHS-3-D z2a Contact 7.33 0.132 5.71 0.504 0.749 0.0806 151 42 −30 81.4
JHS-3-D z2b Contact 7.90 0.166 6.24 0.693 0.764 0.101 158 61 −39 60.1
JHS-3-D z3 Andesite 9.65 0.184 3.42 0.561 0.286 0.0648 36.8 10.4 −9.5 65.4
JHS-3-D z4a Andesite 5.18 0.101 3.73 0.382 0.661 0.0916 118 34 −26 96.3
JHS-3-D z4b Andesite 10.1 0.313 5.34 1.050 0.480 0.115 71.4 27.3 −21.8 43.6
JHS-3-D z5a Enclave 6.98 0.128 3.32 0.418 0.397 0.0699 55.2 13.4 −12.0 80.6
JHS-3-D z5b Enclave 7.21 0.147 3.28 0.418 0.375 0.0674 51.3 12.5 −11.2 86.7
JHS-3-D z6 Enclave 4.88 0.081 2.28 0.200 0.343 0.0518 45.8 9.0 −8.3 146
JHS-3-D z8 Contact 6.80 0.115 2.32 0.290 0.237 0.0499 29.5 7.4 −6.9 126
JHS-3-D z9 Contact 8.33 0.145 4.26 0.391 0.451 0.0538 65.4 11.3 −10.2 126
JHS-3-D z12 Enclave 9.55 0.169 3.83 0.327 0.338 0.0387 45.0 6.6 −6.2 142
JHS-3-D z13 Enclave 11.0 0.190 4.02 0.417 0.307 0.0419 40.0 6.8 −6.4 124
JHS-3-D z14 Contact 5.14 0.085 2.65 0.197 0.411 0.0480 57.8 9.3 −8.6 145
JHS-3-D z15 Enclave 9.06 0.190 3.77 0.651 0.351 0.0807 47.2 14.5 −12.8 54.9
JHS-3-E z2 Contact 8.51 0.180 7.71 0.920 0.896 0.124 247 ∞ −86 53.4
JHS-3-E z4 Contact 7.72 0.131 2.08 0.277 0.170 0.0413 20.4 5.6 −5.3 123

JHS-7-A z193 Enclave 7.45 0.156 3.04 0.610 0.324 0.0942 42.8 16.4 −14.2 73.6
JHS-7-B z196 Enclave 6.05 0.106 1.62 0.351 0.137 0.0691 16.0 9.1 −8.4 65.2
JHS-7-B z196b Enclave 7.92 0.162 1.14 0.513 0.0305 0.0736 3.38 8.62 −7.99 47.7
JHS-7-B z197 Enclave 5.30 0.089 2.27 0.251 0.308 0.0583 40.2 9.6 −8.8 87.8
JHS-7-B z269a Enclave 8.16 0.153 3.89 0.599 0.410 0.0836 57.7 16.7 −14.5 51.7
JHS-7-B z269b Enclave 7.02 0.167 5.52 0.814 0.755 0.136 154 88 −48 37.4
JHS-7-B z269c Enclave 7.16 0.143 3.94 0.628 0.485 0.102 72.4 24.0 −19.7 39.5
JHS-7-B z269d Enclave 7.44 0.169 3.42 0.719 0.384 0.111 52.9 21.8 −18.1 36.6
JHS-7-H z2a Enclave 9.14 0.191 1.91 0.528 0.120 0.0646 14.0 8.3 −7.7 58.5
JHS-7-H z2b Enclave 7.56 0.128 2.23 0.270 0.196 0.0412 23.9 5.7 −5.5 138
JHS-7-H z2c Enclave 7.83 0.156 2.32 0.479 0.203 0.0698 24.7 10.0 −9.2 56.0
JHS-7-H z2d Enclave 9.06 0.223 1.10 0.753 0.0217 0.0928 2.39 10.90 −9.89 35.3
JHS-7-I z1 Andesite 10.8 0.215 6.17 0.675 0.531 0.0694 82.6 17.5 −15.1 85.0

∞ = secular equilibrium.

0 50 100 150 200 250
age (ka)

JHS-3 enclave
JHS-3 contact
JHS-3 andesite
JHS-7 enclave
JHS-7 andesite

Fig. 6. Probability density function curve and rank order plot showing the distribution of
U-Th model ages for zircon crystals from Soufrière Hills Volcano, note the peaks at c.
45 ka and c. 150 ka. Model ages are based on isochron slopes which have symmetrical
errors (1σ). Vertical lines are published 40Ar/39Ar ages – see text for details
(Section 5.2). Horizontal grey bands highlight ages from the least-evolved sample JHS-3.
There is no detectable systematic difference in zircon ages in relation to their
compositional – least-evolved and most-evolved sample – nor textural – enclave/
contact/andesite – position.
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zircon. The equiline marks secular equilibrium and is the upper limit of the U-series
dating method (c. 375 ka). Error bars plotted as 1σ and truncated at 0 ka.
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Table 3
Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat, zircon trace element and Hf isotope data. (nd: not detected).

Sample
zircon

Textural
position

P Ca Ti Sr Y Nb La Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Dy Er Yb Lu Hf Ta Th U Zr/Hf Th/U Eu/Eu* Ce/Ce* 176Lu/177Hf 2σ 176Hf/177Hf 2σ εHft 2σ

JHS-3-C z1 Contact 0.0013010 0.00027 0.283174 4.30E-05 13.76 1.52
JHS-3-C z2 Contact 168.0 153 8.1 0.92 693 1.27 0.0110 4.63 0.0380 0.570 1.20 0.630 8.4 48.4 116 435 67.3 9700 0.418 36.1 85.6 50.8 0.422 0.44 33.13 0.0033610 0.00072 0.283165 4.60E-05 13.44 1.63
JHS-3-C z3 Contact 0.0013900 0.0003 0.283162 3.80E-05 13.33 1.34
JHS-3-C z4 Andesite 0.0012217 0.00026 0.283157 4.10E-05 13.16 1.45
JHS-3-C z5 Andesite 251.0 145 10.4 1.11 1327 2.54 nd 6.93 0.0930 0.920 2.93 1.070 15.4 90.4 214 828 138.0 11,100 0.700 54.3 111.5 44.4 0.487 0.39 22.56 0.0018450 0.00039 0.283161 4.60E-05 13.30 1.63
JHS-3-C z6 Andesite 0.0012210 0.00026 0.283132 3.80E-05 12.27 1.34
JHS-3-C z135 Contact 186.0 149 3.9 nd 871 1.16 0.0160 4.27 0.0580 1.110 2.76 0.960 15.3 69.0 141 461 73.0 11,300 0.283 48.8 88.4 43.6 0.552 0.36 20.12 0.0008728 0.00019 0.283143 4.10E-05 12.66 1.45
JHS-3-C z136 Contact 0.0011170 0.00024 0.283161 4.10E-05 13.30 1.45
JHS-3-C z146 Contact 181.0 270 8.5 1.07 823 1.74 0.1800 5.21 0.0840 1.240 2.10 0.880 13.2 61.5 131 464 72.0 10,260 0.388 42.8 73.5 48.1 0.582 0.39 10.21 0.0014750 0.00031 0.283181 3.90E-05 14.01 1.38
JHS-3-C z147 Contact 0.0015920 0.00033 0.283128 3.90E-05 12.13 1.38
JHS-3-C z212 Contact 167.0 220 8.2 nd 739 1.5 nd 4.45 0.0150 0.490 1.22 0.500 8.4 51.1 122 467 76.4 9160 0.463 31.5 81.5 53.8 0.387 0.35 89.82 0.0010138 0.00021 0.283151 4.70E-05 12.94 1.66
JHS-3-C z264 Andesite 230.0 163 6.9 0.95 1166 1.9 nd 6.52 0.0350 0.460 2.08 0.920 12.0 77.2 198 726 116.0 9500 0.552 49.5 121.0 51.9 0.409 0.44 56.40 0.0004990 0.00011 0.283143 4.20E-05 12.66 1.49
JHS-3-D z1 Contact 0.0009550 0.00012 0.283198 4.10E-05 14.61 1.45
JHS-3-D z2a Contact 151.0 nd 4.1 0.93 635 1.07 0.1600 3.89 0.0430 1.190 1.39 0.610 9.5 48.9 108 349 60.7 11,700 0.310 30.4 49.0 42.1 0.620 0.38 11.15 0.0010060 0.00011 0.283194 5.20E-05 14.47 1.84
JHS-3-D z2b Contact 146.0 nd 5.7 nd 586 1.38 nd 3.69 0.0180 0.460 0.85 0.450 6.4 43.9 106 333 62.5 11,500 0.282 26.2 52.9 42.9 0.495 0.42 62.07 0.0008220 8.40E-05 0.283179 5.10E-05 13.94 1.80
JHS-3-D z3 Andesite 213.0 nd 4.7 0.64 850 0.82 nd 3.84 0.0490 0.930 2.37 0.740 13.0 65.2 137 452 81.3 11,700 0.376 39.2 65.3 42.1 0.600 0.32 23.73 0.0011340 0.00012 0.283184 4.40E-05 14.11 1.56
JHS-3-D z4a Andesite 152.0 nd 4.6 nd 466 0.88 nd 3.31 0.0130 0.230 0.84 0.275 5.8 32.5 79 276 49.3 12,300 0.275 23.9 52.8 40.1 0.453 0.28 77.09 0.0006310 6.70E-05 0.283239 4.30E-05 16.06 1.52
JHS-3-D z4b Andesite 100.0 nd 3.3 nd 354 1.16 nd 2.72 0.0100 0.220 0.48 0.280 5.0 27.7 62 233 41.0 12,000 0.179 15.5 37.4 41.1 0.414 0.35 82.35 0.0005450 5.70E-05 0.283175 4.10E-05 13.79 1.45
JHS-3-D z5a Enclave 367.0 nd 4.1 0.68 1690 1.68 nd 8.10 0.0880 2.390 6.00 2.580 30.5 135.0 275 930 154.0 10,700 0.530 120.0 159.0 46.1 0.755 0.47 27.87 0.0014940 0.00016 0.283172 4.50E-05 13.69 1.59
JHS-3-D z5b Enclave 324.0 nd 4.1 nd 980 0.85 nd 4.80 0.0340 1.170 2.68 1.250 14.6 76.0 163 570 104.0 10,600 0.208 55.0 85.0 46.5 0.647 0.49 42.74 0.0015600 0.00018 0.283164 4.70E-05 13.40 1.66
JHS-3-D z6 Enclave 271.0 nd 3.6 0.80 948 1.08 nd 4.13 0.0810 1.270 2.89 1.130 13.2 71.9 155 505 94.8 12,700 0.376 48.4 76.7 38.8 0.631 0.47 15.44 0.0015500 0.00021 0.283169 4.90E-05 13.58 1.73
JHS-3-D z8 Contact 0.0012390 0.00015 0.283086 5.40E-05 10.65 1.91
JHS-3-D z9 Contact 0.0015360 0.00016 0.283190 5.70E-05 14.32 2.02
JHS-3-D z12 Enclave 0.0016400 0.00017 0.283139 6.70E-05 12.52 2.37
JHS-3-D z13 Enclave 254.0 nd nd 0.76 1420 2.27 nd 7.62 0.0860 1.380 3.66 1.210 17.1 103.6 236 824 147.0 11,400 0.660 77.9 144.0 43.2 0.541 0.39 26.83 0.0019500 0.0002 0.283130 6.40E-05 12.20 2.26
JHS-3-D z14 Contact 0.0018300 0.00019 0.283189 5.90E-05 14.29 2.09
JHS-3-D z15 Enclave 0.0006100 6.20E-05 0.283240 1.10E-04 16.09 3.89
JHS-3-F z28 Enclave 118.6 197 5.9 0.67 595 0.86 0.1780 3.63 0.0730 1.190 1.84 0.860 11.6 47.2 93 335 53.3 10,410 0.256 26.7 44.5 47.4 0.600 0.43 7.70 0.0008570 0.00019 0.283177 3.90E-05 13.86 1.38
JHS-3-F z60 Enclave 292.0 200 8.3 1.05 2790 2.14 0.0420 13.40 0.3180 5.030 11.80 5.580 59.3 255.0 445 1400 204.0 9860 0.610 195.0 196.0 50.0 0.995 0.52 12.13 0.0003250 7.30E-05 0.283170 3.80E-05 13.62 1.34
JHS-3-F z63 Enclave 230.0 164 9.0 0.80 1330 1.8 0.0550 7.89 0.1080 1.270 3.36 1.810 19.2 101.0 205 801 116.0 7890 0.490 78.5 137.0 62.5 0.573 0.54 18.44 0.0009839 0.0002 0.283117 4.00E-05 11.74 1.41
JHS-3-F z81 Enclave 170.0 204 7.7 0.83 650 1.29 0.0028 3.50 0.0520 0.470 1.68 0.720 9.8 52.7 104 398 61.0 9300 0.293 32.0 58.3 53.0 0.549 0.42 19.96 0.0017510 0.00037 0.283133 3.90E-05 12.31 1.38
JHS-3-F z136 Contact 0.0014800 0.00033 0.283156 3.50E-05 13.12 1.24
JHS-3-F z148 Contact 141.0 185 5.8 0.60 571 1.34 nd 3.52 0.0360 0.750 1.55 0.630 9.0 44.7 94 342 53.5 9760 0.195 28.7 54.8 50.5 0.524 0.40 29.60 0.0019690 0.00042 0.283158 4.70E-05 13.19 1.66
JHS-3-F z174 Contact 192.0 164 7.9 nd 870 1.99 nd 5.51 0.0240 0.440 1.98 0.800 10.6 64.6 151 612 96.1 9700 0.470 37.6 90.2 50.8 0.417 0.43 69.51 0.0011370 0.00024 0.283122 4.30E-05 11.92 1.52
JHS-3-F z198 Contact 202.0 286 8.7 1.04 1040 1.07 0.0580 4.69 0.1360 1.900 3.60 1.650 18.9 84.6 169 557 83.2 8750 0.374 50.8 89.0 56.3 0.571 0.49 8.95 0.0014640 0.00031 0.283148 3.90E-05 12.84 1.38
JHS-3-F z228 Contact 0.0013608 0.00027 0.283159 5.10E-05 13.23 1.80
JHS-3-F z282 Contact 216.0 275 7.3 nd 795 0.92 0.0036 3.96 0.0540 0.790 1.83 1.040 13.2 61.4 125 491 70.6 9500 0.306 33.0 66.6 51.9 0.495 0.47 21.64 0.0013930 0.0003 0.283142 3.80E-05 12.63 1.34
JHS-3-F z325 Andesite 0.0007280 0.00015 0.283164 4.30E-05 13.40 1.52
JHS-3-F z379 Andesite 129.0 164 7.1 nd 801 1.16 0.0100 4.07 0.0600 1.370 2.67 1.190 14.1 65.5 125 447 69.1 10,120 0.273 40.4 66.2 48.7 0.610 0.48 19.28 0.0015870 0.00032 0.283151 3.90E-05 12.94 1.38
JHS-3-F z399 Andesite 0.0014470 0.0003 0.283137 4.70E-05 12.45 1.66
JHS-3-F z417 Andesite 0.0008500 0.00021 0.283157 4.40E-05 13.16 1.56
JHS-7-A z10 Andesite 0.0017680 0.00016 0.283148 3.80E-05 12.84 1.34
JHS-7-A z18 Andesite 0.0012150 0.00012 0.283202 7.90E-05 14.75 2.79
JHS-7-A z193a Enclave 0.0009860 0.0001 0.283175 3.80E-05 13.79 1.34
JHS-7-A z193b Enclave 0.0008670 8.10E-05 0.283142 6.60E-05 12.63 2.33
JHS-7-B z196a Enclave 0.0011830 0.00011 0.283166 6.60E-05 13.48 2.33
JHS-7-B z196b Enclave 187.0 nd nd 0.89 1100 1.09 nd 4.71 0.0310 1.600 3.85 1.510 18.7 89.1 176 567 90.0 11,500 0.460 43.8 75.0 42.9 0.584 0.45 46.00 0.0007888 7.20E-05 0.283153 6.50E-05 13.02 2.30
JHS-7-B z197 Enclave 0.0011000 0.0001 0.283161 5.90E-05 13.30 2.09
JHS-7-B z269a Enclave 127.0 nd nd nd 492 0.82 0.0250 3.35 0.0500 0.270 1.60 0.380 6.6 36.2 81 301 54.7 11,800 0.259 26.0 51.0 41.8 0.510 0.31 16.96 0.0008056 7.40E-05 0.283126 6.40E-05 12.06 2.26
JHS-7-B z269b Enclave 121.0 nd nd nd 740 0.82 0.1540 4.14 0.0570 1.180 2.17 0.970 14.2 57.2 120 384 65.4 13,400 0.268 40.6 69.0 36.8 0.588 0.40 10.69 0.0008770 8.20E-05 0.283157 6.60E-05 13.16 2.33
JHS-7-B z269c Enclave 0.0007360 7.30E-05 0.283125 6.10E-05 12.03 2.16
JHS-7-B z269d Enclave 0.0008441 7.70E-05 0.283183 8.80E-05 14.08 3.11
JHS-7-C z309 Enclave 172.0 136 8.2 nd 706 1.33 nd 4.08 0.0140 0.450 1.28 0.660 8.8 47.1 123 453 75.6 10,280 0.520 26.3 62.6 48.0 0.420 0.44 88.24 0.0007340 7.10E-05 0.283178 3.40E-05 13.90 1.20
JHS-7-C z312 Andesite 0.0018240 1.70E-04 0.283215 3.90E-05 15.21 1.38
JHS-7-C z352 Enclave 0.0015910 1.60E-04 0.283158 3.80E-05 13.19 1.34
JHS-7-C z372 Enclave 0.0014090 1.40E-04 0.283173 3.60E-05 13.72 1.27
JHS-7-C z373 Enclave 218.0 141 7.7 nd 917 0.95 0.1650 4.80 0.1340 1.870 3.34 1.070 15.1 67.5 151 499 84.7 10,810 0.379 47.8 77.1 45.6 0.620 0.39 7.32 0.0013570 0.00014 0.283152 3.30E-05 12.98 1.17
JHS-7-C z379 Enclave 235.0 139 13.2 0.82 1430 2.47 0.0790 8.05 0.1070 1.290 2.20 1.010 14.7 96.9 238 826 134.0 9780 0.750 69.1 126.8 50.4 0.545 0.40 17.67 0.0020080 0.00018 0.283172 3.70E-05 13.69 1.31
JHS-7-D z185 Andesite 0.0022540 0.00021 0.283188 3.50E-05 14.25 1.24
JHS-7-E z4 Andesite 0.0016210 0.00015 0.283174 3.20E-05 13.76 1.13
JHS-7-E z12 Andesite 0.0017360 0.00016 0.283143 3.60E-05 12.66 1.27
JHS-7-E z79 Andesite 0.0015570 0.00015 0.283147 3.50E-05 12.80 1.24
JHS-7-E z138 Enclave 0.0020470 0.00019 0.283135 3.30E-05 12.38 1.17
JHS-7-E z162 Enclave 0.0008680 8.20E-05 0.283173 3.80E-05 13.72 1.34
JHS-7-F z1b Andesite 189.0 1500 nd 2.40 1470 nd 0.0360 5.60 0.1500 3.000 4.90 2.100 26.3 127.0 236 620 116.0 11,400 0.190 87.0 111.0 43.2 0.784 0.45 10.33 0.0024640 0.00023 0.283140 7.30E-05 12.56 2.58
JHS-7-G z2a Andesite 244.0 nd nd 1.50 1150 1.31 0.0180 4.60 0.1140 1.340 3.60 1.350 21.9 91.0 181 550 117.0 13,200 0.385 45.1 67.0 37.3 0.673 0.36 11.51 0.0013970 0.00013 0.283179 6.70E-05 13.93 2.37
JHS-7-G z2b Andesite 174.0 nd nd 1.95 810 1.86 0.1100 4.03 0.0360 0.470 0.96 0.570 7.0 48.5 132 390 91.0 10,880 0.260 25.6 65.0 45.3 0.394 0.49 15.43 0.0014640 0.00014 0.283148 8.40E-05 12.84 2.97
JHS-7-H z2a Enclave 0.0005860 5.80E-05 0.283174 6.80E-05 13.76 2.40
JHS-7-H z2b Enclave 0.0011000 0.00015 0.283114 7.00E-05 11.64 2.48
JHS-7-H z2c Enclave 196.0 nd nd 0.96 795 1.44 nd 4.91 0.0150 0.540 1.37 0.680 10.1 57.2 124 464 77.3 11,000 0.514 32.1 76.7 44.8 0.419 0.40 99.11 0.0007902 7.20E-05 0.283112 6.50E-05 11.57 2.30
JHS-7-H z2d Enclave 0.0008140 7.90E-05 0.283146 7.20E-05 12.77 2.55
JHS-7-I z1 Andesite 169.0 nd nd nd 646 0.96 nd 3.43 0.0300 0.730 1.83 0.820 10.8 48.3 106 354 60.1 10,900 0.247 26.6 60.0 45.2 0.443 0.44 34.62 0.0006830 9.60E-05 0.283103 6.90E-05 11.25 2.44
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37–196 ppm. As zircon crystallises and fractionates Zr becomes rela-
tively more depleted in the melt compared with the slightly less com-
patible Hf, so the abundance of Hf in the melt and consequently
subsequently crystallising zircon increases. For this reason, zircon Zr/
Hf can be used as an index ofmelt differentiation,with the lowest values
expected in evolved melts that have lower Zr and higher Hf (Claiborne
et al., 2006a). Notably, zircon from both the least- and most-evolved
samples have overlapping broad Zr/Hf ranges of 38.8–53.8 (with two
values up to 62.5) and 30.2–50.4, respectively. For the zircon dataset
as a whole, Zr/Hf correlates positively with Ti and Eu/Eu* (Fig. 9). Few
zircon crystals were dated and errors on ages are large, so it is difficult
to make a clear assessment systematic of variation in zircon trace ele-
ment compositions over time but no clear correlations with age were
observed for the available data (Fig. 10).
10
The trace element data show that Montserrat zircon plots in the
island-arc field of the Grimes et al. (2015) U/Yb vs Hf tectono-
magmatic discrimination diagram (Fig. 11). It should be noted that
the island-arc field was defined using zircon from ophiolites, but sub-
sequent studies have verified its position using arc-related detrital
zircon (e.g., Breitkreuz et al., 2021). To the best of our knowledge,
the new results presented here are the first zircon data from a cur-
rently erupting system to confirm the validity of the island-arc field
in this tectonomagmatic discrimination diagram.

4.2.4. Hf isotopes
Zircon Hf isotope ratios are sensitive to variations in magma source

composition, with depleted mantle displaying high εHf values whereas
more enriched sources, such as continental crust or sediment derived
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from it, have mostly negative values (Pettingill and Patchett, 1981). It is
significant, therefore, that within the determined uncertainties, all SHV
zircon is compositionally indistinguishable. Zircon εHf varies by
<3 units (with one exception taking the spread to 5 units): from
11.3 ± 1.2 to 16.1 ± 1.9 (n_35, 2σ standard error). In addition, both
samples have the same zircon εHf averages within uncertainty:
13.3 ± 0.5 (n_23) for the least-evolved sample and 13.5 ± 0.5 (n =
12) for the most-evolved. Therefore, as seen in the age and trace ele-
ment data, there is no systematic compositional difference in the Hf iso-
topes of zircon preserved in the andesites, contacts or enclaves (Fig. 12).
Nor do the εHf values correlatewith differentiation, Zr/Hf, or age (Figs. 9
and 10).

The Montserrat zircon εHf compositions plot at 13.3 ± 0.5 (2σ) at
0 ka, exactly the composition expected based on the continental crust
Hf isotope evolution line that was recently defined using whole-rock
data from modern island arcs (Fig. 13) (Dhuime et al., 2011). Remark-
ably, magmatic zircon from currently erupting arc systems are not plot-
ted in any of the 200 plus papers that cite Dhuime et al. (2011). So, once
more, our data are the first to confirm the validity of the plot.
4.2.5. Intensive variables
Zircon crystallisation temperatures can be calculated from Ti con-

tents if melt Si and Ti activity, aSiO2 and aTiO2, are known (Ferry and
Watson, 2007). Given that quartz is present in both host lava and
enclaves, albeit sparsely and as rounded embayed crystals, aSiO2 = 1
is reasonably assumed. If quartz was not in equilibrium with the melt
from which the zircon crystallised, however, aSiO2 < 1 would increase
the calculated temperatures, e.g., by ~50°C for aSiO2 = 0.5. A relatively
high value of aTiO2 can also be inferred as both titanomagnetite and
ilmenite are present in both rock types. Host andesite and enclave
aTiO2, oxygen fugacity, fO2, and temperature were calculated for phase
V ilmenite and titanomagnetite compositions from Christopher et al.
(2014). Using the equations of Ghiorso and Gualda (2013) the andesite
titanomagnetite microphenocrysts cores, rims and groundmass
microlite compositions all gave an aTiO2 of 0.7 and log10fO2 + 1.15
relative to FMQ (O'Neill and Pownceby, 1993), compared to NNO
+1.65, FMQ equivalent +1.96, calculated by Christopher et al. (2014).
The Fe-Ti oxide temperature varied between the core compositions
860°C and the rims and groundmass 830°C. In the enclaves the aTiO2

was also 0.7 with log10fO2+ 1 relative to FMQ and an Fe-Ti oxide tem-
perature of 830°C was calculated.

The SHV Ti-in-zircon crystallisation temperatures range from 680°C
to 785°C, calculated using the equations of Ferry and Watson (2007),
typical error for this composition and temperature range are ~5%. How-
ever, they lack significant departures to higher temperatures and are al-
ways below the Fe-Ti oxide temperatures. There is no clear difference in
the range of zircon crystallisation temperatures between the andesites
host, 708–785°C, contact, 694–767°C, or enclaves, 680–770°C.
Counter-intuitively, the average temperature of zircon from the least-
evolved sample, 733°C, is lower than that from the most-evolved sam-
ple, 775°C. Nevertheless, independent of the absolute temperatures,
the zircon thermometry dataset as awhole shows: a strong positive cor-
relation with Zr/Hf; moderate positive correlations with U, Nb, Ta and
REE; moderate-weak positive correlations with Eu/Eu* and Sr; and a
strong negative correlation with Hf concentrations but not εHf values
(Fig. 14).

Magma composition, in particular Zr content, M value (cation ratio
(Na+K+2Ca)/(Al · Si)) and temperature control zircon crystallisation
(Watson and Harrison, 1983). The SHV whole-rock zircon saturation
temperatures (ZST), calculated the using the equations of Boehnke
et al. (2013) are low, ranging from 555°C for the least-evolved enclave
to 620°C for the most-evolved, and similarly from 620°C for the least-
evolved andesite to 650°C for themost-evolved. However, considerable
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temperature underestimation can result fromwhole-rock compositions
being non-representative of melt compositions (Harrison et al., 2007).
5. Discussion

5.1. Zircon as a record of magma processes at different length scales

Melt and mineral residence times and volumes of magma in sub-
volcanic reservoirs define the potential of the system to erupt and erup-
tion size, thus controlling the associated hazard and risk. In the current
controversy over warm –melt dominated – versus cold – crystal domi-
nated – magma storage both scenarios are end-member alternatives
and natural systems will display a continuum between them (Cooper,
2019). Heterogeneous transcrustal magma systems crystal cargoes are
stored in a long-lived mush and then incorporated into melt shortly be-
fore eruption (Cashman et al., 2017). An important implication of this is
that intracrustal melt is commonly present in magma reservoirs below
dormant volcanoes and is not, in itself, sufficient to indicate impending
eruption (Barboni et al., 2016). In a recent comprehensive review of
magma reservoir architecture and dynamics Edmonds et al. (2019)
highlighted the complexity of such systems and the need for new
models, first, to understand magma fluxes, i.e., timescales and volumes
and, second, to determine how such data may be used in forecasting.
Temporal constraints are needed to develop more realistic magma res-
ervoir models that reflect natural complexities. In particular, questions
remain regarding where crystals and melt are stored, for how long,
and how this controls whenmagmamay erupt. This information is cru-
cial to understand potential future eruption dynamics. Cashman et al.
(2017) also reasoned that investigation of the variable crystal cargoes
of erupted magmas will advance understanding of the spatial and tem-
poral evolution of magmatic systems. Below we discuss how i. our SHV
new zircon ages record magmatic system longevity greater than any
othermineral and, ii. the zircon compositional data provide information
about the physical and compositional state of the magmatic plumbing
Fig. 10. Zircon trace element concentrations, element ratios and Hf isotope compositions
versus age: a. Ti; b. Eu/Eu*; c. Ce/Ce*; d. Th/U; e. Zr/Hf; f. εHf. No clear correlations with
age were observed in these or other elements or ratios. All elements expressed in ppm.
Age error bars plotted as 1σ in f. and truncated at 150 ka.
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system frommillennial decametre-kilometre-scale transcrustal magma
storage to recent centimetre-scale magma mingling.

5.2. Insights into magmatic processes from zircon geochronology:
transcrustal magma storage – timing of crystals and melt

As noted by Cooper (2015) crystals in magmatic rocks track tem-
poral variations in dynamic processes in crustal magma reservoirs,
often registering the entire history of a volcanic centre. Magmatic
zircon antecrysts – crystals that did not crystallise from the host
magma but are petrogenetically related to the same system – are
particularly useful in this respect. They may have protracted pre-
eruptive histories recording <1000 to 100,000s of years of magma
13
accumulation and residence thus tracking mineral recycling pro-
cesses and constraining the age range of magmatic components
(Schmitt, 2011; Cooper, 2015).

Considering the longevity of the SHV magmatic system, Murphy
et al. (2000) concluded that magmas erupted since c. 18 ka were de-
rived from the same relatively old, highly crystalline magma reservoir
on the basis of: their crystal-rich nature; similarity in whole-rock com-
positions; petrography; and relatively low calculated magma tempera-
tures. They noted that periodic perturbation of the system by influx of
hotter mafic magma was recorded by enclaves, similar to the recent
SHV activity. More broadly, the compositional and petrographic similar-
ity of the recent activity with SHV volcanic rocks erupted over the last c.
170 ky was inferred by Zellmer et al. (2003b). From similarities in
whole-rock Pb isotope compositions Cassidy et al. (2012) tentatively
proposed that the SHV magmatic activity may have extended back to
280 ka rather than 174 ka as previously concluded (Harford et al., 2002).

Our new zircon 238U-230Th disequilibrium ages record zircon cry-
stallisation in a melt-mush system which contained more evolved melt
than represented by the erupted andesite. This confirms that the SHV
1995–2010 volcanic activity sampled a magma reservoir that was active
over c. 250 ka. Throughout its history, at least some parts of the SHV
magma system were sufficiently cold and evolved to become saturated
in zircon. The sparsity of eruption age zircon, however, suggests the
bulk composition of both the host andesites and enclaves magmas were
zircon undersaturated, although multiple dissolution and overgrowth
textures have not been observed. Ages vary considerably by >100 ky in
a single petrographic thin section. This indicates preservation of zircon
that crystallised from distinct melt lenses and were subsequently stored
belowor near the solidus then amalgamated as antecrystic crystal cargoes
at some point prior to eruption. Then, mixing between zircon crystals of
different age and provenance occurred during mush destabilisation in
the shallow parts of a transcrustal magma systems (cf., Cashman et al.,
2017). Hence, the range of zircon ages found in any given sample are, to
a great extent, arbitrary and dependent on the mush zone regions that
were remobilised. Zircon incorporated into a Zr-undersaturated melt
will be resorbed over time, for example by intermittent hot, mafic,
magma recharge, so younger, or more recently incorporated crystals –
of any age –may be preferentially preserved in erupted products.
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The zircon U-Th results tie in with published 40Ar/39Ar ages for the
SHV volcanic activity in the south of the island, which extend back to
290 ± 16 ka (Harford et al., 2002) with eruptions dated at c. 180 ka, c.
150 ka, c. 135 ka, c. 40 ka, and c. 25 ka. Peaks in the zircon age probability
density function distribution at c. 45 ka and c. 150 ka (Fig. 6) agree with
some of the 40Ar/39Ar dated eruptive events. Significantly, zircon
crystallisation continued between eruptions indicating the presence of
melt at depth through periods of eruptive quiescence.

However, the zircon ages contrast starkly with brief residence times
derived from modelling of Sr diffusion in plagioclase, that is 15 to 320 y
for the andesite of the 1995–2010 eruptions and up to only 1200 y for
the older SHV rocks (Zellmer et al., 2003b). This reflects decoupling be-
tween long- and short-term magma storage conditions. Zellmer et al.
(2003a) interpreted the short residence times for themajormineral pla-
gioclase to result from diffusion in three dimensions during repeated in-
trusion and rapid crystallisation of small volumes of andesite magma
into the upper crust. Subsequently, small intrusions were remobilised
by hot mafic magma resulting in convective amalgamation of andesites
of different ages with short upper crustal residence times (Zellmer
et al., 2003a). This can be related to the episodic nature of the SHV erup-
tions, separated by long periods of quiescence. By contrast, secular equi-
libriumofwhole-rockU-Th isotopes led these authors to extend the time
between addition of the source slab-fluid signature to the magma and
eruption to >350 ka. From this, prolonged magma crustal residence at
depth was inferred. Reconciliation of different mineral residence time-
scales is only possible if, shortly before eruption, crystals with different
histories, i.e., from different parts of the magmatic system were amal-
gamated in eruptible magma bodies. In fact, mismatch of accessory and
majormineral residence times is common in other arc volcanoes because
major mineral phases are more sensitive to reaction upon recharge than
zircon (e.g., Cooper, 2015; Cisneros de León and Schmitt, 2019).

The SHV zircon ages reflect prolonged pre-eruptive crystal residence
in amagma reservoir crystallinemush (cf., Cooper, 2015, and references
therein; Szymanowski et al., 2017; Cisneros de León et al., 2019;
Cisneros de León and Schmitt, 2019; amongst others). The crystalline
mush was remobilised and amalgamated just prior to, or during erup-
tion, because longer timescales related to mafic magma recharge erup-
tionmush destabilisationwould have resulted in complete resorption of
the zircon (see Section 5.4 below). As a consequence of its small size zir-
con preferentially segregates into interstitial melt from remobilised
crystal mushes compared to coeval major phases, highlighting again
the potential for different phases in the same rock to record quite dispa-
rate histories (Claiborne et al., 2006b).

5.3. Insights intomagmatic processes from zirconmineral chemistry: zircon
crystallisation – melt volumes

5.3.1. Conditions of zircon crystallisation – composition
Uniform εHf combined with lack of correlation with age or Ti-in-

zircon calculated crystallisation temperature (Figs. 10 and 14) suggest
that the observed trace element heterogeneity arises from variability
in melting and fractionation processes rather than reflecting variability
in source composition or assimilation. A simple relationship between
zircon trace element concentrations and degree of fractional
crystallisation that would be expected for closed system evolution of a
uniform melt is not evident in the SHV dataset. Arrays of zircon grains
dominated by fractional crystallisation show negative correlations be-
tween zircon-compatible elements, for example, U, Th, Y and REE, and
both Ti-in-zircon crystallisation temperatures and the differentiation
index Zr/Hf (e.g., Storm et al., 2012a; Troch et al., 2018; Cisneros de
León and Schmitt, 2019). The SHV zircon shows no correlation between
these elements and Zr/Hf although several correlate, but positively,with
calculated Ti-in-zircon crystallisation temperatures (Figs. 9 and 14).
Uranium, Th, Nb, Ta and REE, – as well as Sr and Eu/Eu*, related to pla-
gioclase fractionation – display a moderate positive correlation with Ti-
in-zircon crystallisation temperature. This indicates the elements were
15
preferentially incorporated into zircon that crystallised at higher tem-
peratures, i.e., they are presumably early-formed. Progressive zircon
crystallisation depleted themelt in these elements, so that at lower tem-
perature concentrations are reduced. In contrast, Hf behaviour is
decoupled from the other zircon-compatible trace elements, Zr/Hf cor-
relates negatively with fractionation index Eu/Eu* and Ti-in-zircon
crystallisation temperature (Fig. 14). Furthermore, the low SHV zircon
Zr/Hf indicates, at least localised, extensive fractionation relative to
the host andesite, which is consistent with the presence of interstitial
rhyolitic groundmass glass (Christopher et al., 2014).

We suggest that the lack of typical fractionation-related correla-
tions results from the SHV rocks preserving a heterogenous
antecrystic collection of zircon. At a given value of Zr/Hf, that is a set
level of fractionation, U for example, varies up to fourfold. Distinctive
individual fractionation trends could be present in the dataset but
masked by superposition of numerous parallel or subparallel trends
from various initial melt compositions resulting in an apparent lack
of correlation. The range of starting compositions may be conditioned
by the degree of melt in isolated melt lenses where zircon became lo-
cally saturated.

Notwithstanding possible cryptic correlations, we propose that zir-
con U and Th abundances, and those of similar trace elements, reflect
the crystallinity of the melt volume from which it formed (cf., Miller
and Wooden, 2004; Storm et al., 2012a). Storm et al. (2012a)
highlighted the conclusion of Miller and Wooden (2004) that if the
compositional effect of extensive fractionation of phenocryst phases
such as plagioclase dominated over zircon crystallisation, residual
melt Th and U enrichment would ensue. The same effect could result,
of course, from very low degrees of partial melting. Local variations in
crystallinity can explain variable U and Th abundances without system-
atic co-variation with Zr/Hf, such as in the SHV zircon. Taking a typical
partition coefficient for U in zircon of 126 (Charlier and Zellmer, 2000;
Blundy and Wood, 2003) the measured range of zircon U =
37–196 ppm would be in equilibrium with melts with U =
0.2–1.5 ppm. The whole-rock Umeasured in the andesites and enclaves
ranges from ~0.7–0.85 ppm and ~ 0.3–0.7 ppm, respectively. So, the
lower zircon U concentrations are in equilibriumwithwhole-rock com-
positions. Yet, the highest values would require ~50% crystallisation, if,
as is reasonable to assume, U is incompatible in the major mineral
phases and zircon comprises a very small, <<1%, modal proportion of
the fractionating assemblage. Therefore, the system would be rheologi-
cally quite rigid, at the limit of eruptiblity. If zircon grew in a such high
crystallinity-low fraction melt, U and Th concentrations would be rela-
tively high and variable, with the amount of zircon that could form lim-
ited by the melt Zr content. Both U and Th show strong positive
correlations with REE suggesting the concentrations of these elements
were also controlled by melt fraction (Fig. 15). That all these elements
also correlate positivelywith calculated Ti-in-zircon crystallisation tem-
peratures (Fig. 14) indicates higher concentrations in hotter melts.
Seemingly, zircon crystallised from Zr-saturated melts that had rela-
tively high concentrations of U, Th, REE and also Ti. This scenario is con-
sidered in more detail in the next section.
5.3.2. Conditions of zircon crystallisation – temperature
Calculated SHV Ti-in-zircon crystallisation temperatures vary by

~100°C in a single thin section: 680°C to 785°C, andesites 710–785°C,
contact 695–770°C, and enclaves 680–770°C, evidencing a complex
thermally heterogeneous system. It is noteworthy that the lower limit
is also the temperature of the water-saturated rhyolite solidus, 680°C,
at upper crustal pressures (Holtz and Johannes, 2014). Most of the
crystallisation temperatures are appreciably higher than the whole-
rock zircon saturation temperatures (ZST) indicating andesite and en-
clave compositions are zircon undersaturated. The melt in which the
zircon grew was more Zr-rich than the host andesites or enclaves, con-
sistent with the majority of the zircon crystals being antecrysts.
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Uncommonly high Ti-in-zircon crystallisation temperatures, relative
to zircon saturation temperatures, could be the result of zircon growth
in pockets of Zr-rich melt that formed as cumulate mushmelted during
reheating (Claiborne et al., 2010); or alternatively reflect disaggregated
crystals from elevated temperature mafic magma that had fractionated.
Absence of multiple resorption surfaces in the SHV zircon grains argues
against the first scenario, as does the zircon-undersaturated nature of
the host andesite and enclave magma because increasing the tempera-
ture of such compositions would not result in zircon crystallisation. In
addition, although the SHV zircon crystallisation was protracted, no
clear systematic temperature variation with age nor punctual higher
temperature events were detected as might be expected if the mag-
matic system crystallising zircon was affected by significant intrusion
of hotter more basic magma over time (cf., Claiborne et al., 2010;
Cisneros de León and Schmitt, 2019). The more probable scenario for
SHV is of repeated episodes of crystallisation in separate melt lenses –
as corroborated by the range of SHV ages. The relatively high SHV Ti-
in-zircon crystallisation temperatures are, therefore, consistent with
our suggestion, based on heterogeneous zircon-compatible trace ele-
ment concentrations, of zircon formation in small, interstitial, variably
evolved melt lenses within the magma reservoir.

An additional effect in the context of small melt lenses is that the
concentration of slow diffusing elements, including Zr, near fast grow-
ing crystals such as Fe-Ti oxide or other phenocrysts can lead to local su-
persaturation (Bacon, 1989). Significantly, as noted above, in the
andesites zircon is commonly present as inclusions in amphibole phe-
nocrysts or in the groundmass adjacent to Fe-Ti oxide phenocrysts.
The diffusion effectmay also impact on the behaviour of Ti and, as a con-
sequence, calculated Ti-in-zircon crystallisation temperatures. Overesti-
mation of these temperatures may occur in unusual, extremely
fractionated, lower-temperature conditions which alters Ti partitioning
into zircon (Troch et al., 2018). Also, in locally Zr-supersaturated melt
lenses, diffusion of Ti into oxide phasesmay change the Ti activity values
from those calculated using equilibrium magnetite-ilmenite pair com-
positions. This would affect Ti-in-zircon crystallisation temperatures:
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higher aTiO2 would lower the calculated temperature; lower aTiO2

would raise it. This process could explain the unanticipated positive
correlation between what are unexpectedly high temperatures and U,
Th and the REE. In heterogeneous mush systems it is plausible, there-
fore, that Ti-in-zircon crystallisation temperatures reflect conditions in
small-scale melt lenses rather than magma-wide conditions.

5.3.3. Conditions of zircon crystallisation – oxidation
In addition to temperature and degree of crystallisation, magma ox-

ygen fugacity also plays a role in zircon-melt element partitioning. Zir-
con often has both elevated Ce – indicating oxidising conditions – and
depleted Eu – indicating reducing conditions –which shows that factors
other than just oxygen fugacity control the distribution of these ele-
ments. Melt Ce content is not affected by crystallisation of any major
mineral whereas Eu may be depleted by plagioclase crystallisation and
enriched by apatite crystallisation (Trail et al., 2012). For this reason,
Ce anomalies are usually considered to be a more reliable qualitative
indicator of natural melts oxidation state.

The SHV zircon positive Ce/Ce* anomalies do not correlate with the
degree of fractionation, e.g., indicated by Zr/Hf (Fig. 9). The Eu/Eu* anom-
alies, on the other hand, do as expected given the dependence on plagio-
clase fractionation (Fig. 9), with the largest negative anomalies in zircon
being recorded in the most evolved rocks. Notably, the absence of La en-
richment relative to Pr implies that zircon crystallised prior to, or in the
absence of, other LREE-bearing accessory minerals such as monazite
(Trail et al., 2012). This is significant because extensive crystallisation of
monazite that preferentially includes Ce3+ relative to Ce4+ could lead to
a positive Ce anomaly in the melt and a corresponding negative anomaly
in themonazite in particularly oxidising conditions. In this scenario zircon
Ce anomalieswould not simply reflect the oxidation state of naturalmelts
but instead overestimate it. As it is, the SHV range of Ce anomalies indi-
cates zircon crystallised under variably oxidising conditions as a result
of differences in magma volatile content (e.g., Kelley and Cottrell, 2009).
Accordingly, calculation of fO2 values using our SHV zircon trace element
data and the calibrations of Smythe and Brenan (2016) and Loucks et al.
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(2020) give a comparatively wide range of values relative to the FMQ
buffer: + 0.4 to −1 and + 1.5 to − 1, respectively. This compares with
Fe-Ti oxide pair fO2 values of +1.96 to +1 FMQ buffer (Christopher
et al., 2014). However, as noted above zircon growth close to Fe-Ti
oxide phenocrystsmay change the behaviour of Ti partitioning and so cal-
culated Ti-in-zircon crystallisation temperatures. This would affect
temperature-dependent comparison with a given oxygen fugacity buffer.
The negative fO2 values suggest comparison temperatures are too high,
consistent with the possibility of bias towards elevated temperatures
discussed in the previous section. Nevertheless, regardless of exact
values, variation in oxygen fugacity values is consequential for three
reasons. Firstly, it indicates heterogeneity in the magma during
crystallisation. Secondly, it can condition zircon partition coefficients
and redox-sensitive trace element behaviour during melting and
crystallisation. Thirdly, an oxidised nature of hydrousmagmasmay be re-
lated to melt-mantle H2 reactions (Tollan and Hermann, 2019). Volatiles
are the primary driving force for volcanic eruptions (Cashman, 2004),
and degassing behaviour and magma ascent rate can condition eruptive
style, i.e., rapid – explosive versus slow – effusive; the SHV eruptive
style has important implications for associated hazard and risk on Mont-
serrat (e.g., Hicks and Few, 2015).

5.3.4. Conditions of zircon crystallisation – summing up
We suggest zircon crystallised in evolved dacitic-rhyolitic interstitial

melt pockets, or localised patches of Zr-saturatedmelt near fast growing
phenocrysts, in the andesite mush and then mingled into the enclaves.
Preservation of zircon in the least-evolved enclave contacts resulted
when the hotter mafic magma quenched as it came into contact with
the cooler andesite.

Regardingmelt distribution in themagma reservoir, recentmodelling
by Paulatto et al. (2019) inverted gravity anomalies and active-source P-
wave travel times to develop 3-D models of density and P-wave velocity
down to 8 km to constrainmelt geometry, fraction, and temperature. This
led them to increase estimates of melt fractions from on average ~ 6% to
17%. The maximum predicted melt fraction, 35%, was modelled at
5–6 km, the top of a partial melt region that extended down to 8 km.
This, they concluded, comprised relatively small, grain-scale to 100-m-
scale, sills and dykes of eruptible lenses within a transcrustal mush. The
low degree of melting fits with the volumetrically-restricted melt lenses
inferred from the zircon compositions in this work.

Considering the zircon mineral chemistry data in the context of a
transcrustal magma reservoir, variable, crystallisation temperatures
>750°C are frequently recorded over timescales >100 ky. However,
the proportion of the magma reservoir at that temperature is not
constrained nor the longevity of the putative heterogeneous melt
lenses. What is more, independent of when the zircon crystallised, and
at what temperature, the new age data demonstrate it was subse-
quently stored at a lower temperature belowmush lock up, ~50% crystal
fraction, near or below the solidus, for many thousands of years. At
some point, between crystallisation and eruption, the preserved zircon
was amalgamated in the andesite, and enclaves, most probably during
mafic magma recharge mush destabilisation (cf., Cashman et al., 2017).

Irrespective of the details of the thermochemical conditions and pro-
cesses of zircon crystallisation the key point, aswas the case for the geo-
chronological data age range, is the compositional heterogeneity
observed at thin section scale. Together, these data evidence the mag-
matic system had a complex history involving amalgamation of tempo-
rally and spatially distinct zircon from an intermediate-acid transcrustal
magma reservoir with limited interconnectivity, into an eruptible ‘crys-
tal cargo’ that also includedmajormineral phases. This inherent hetero-
geneity was further complicated by recharge of the system by mafic
magma, the ascent of whichmay have been facilitated by brittle behav-
iour of the high crystallinity andesite mush. The observed andesite sub-
anhedral, partially corroded and resorbed zircon that lack overgrowth
rims may have resulted from the last significant mingling with hot
zircon-undersaturated enclave mafic magma as discussed below.
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5.4. Insights into magmatic processes from zircon textures and
preservation: magma mingling – timing of eruption triggering

Zircon morphology and size depends on whether it saturated early
or late in the magmatic crystallisation sequence (Hoskins and
Schaltegger, 2003). Early formed crystals are typically euhedral and
relatively large with 1:2–1:4 width-length ratios (Corfu et al., 2003).
Late-formed crystals are often anhedral as they grow in interstices be-
tween other minerals, e.g., in plutonic magmas. Fast-growing crystals
in volcanic magmas are commonly prismatic to acicular with up to
1:12width-length ratios. Even so, it should be borne inmind that zircon
morphologies and sizes can vary considerably in a single age population
from the same rock; zircon fromdifferent rocks can have similar charac-
teristicswith no petrogenetic association; and zircon external morphol-
ogy can change during a single or multiple growth events.

The SHV zircon was preferentially preserved, as euhedral-subhedral
grains, in or near the least-evolved enclave-andesite quenched contacts.
It is found more rarely as subhedral-anhedral grains in the associated
host andesitewhere they are often corroded (Figs. 3 and 5). No clear zir-
con morphological differences were detected in the most-evolved
enclave-andesite pair. Plail et al. (2018) deduced that differences in
the enclave borders provide information about how the magmas
interacted. They explained the formation of the enclaves as the result
of syn-eruptive mafic underplating of an andesite magma reservoir
followed by magma mixing that gave rise to a thermal boundary layer
between the two magmas. Formation of quenched contacts in the
least-evolved compositions was attributed to rapid thermal re-
equilibration of the mafic magma as it intruded the andesite directly,
perhaps as a plume. The diffuse margins in the most-evolved samples,
on the other hand, were interpreted to preserve vesiculation-driven in-
teraction of the andesite and magma from a slowly cooled mafic-
intermediate hybridised layer that was more prone to mingle.

Several studies have reported petrographic and mineral chemistry
evidence for transfer of material and volatiles between the enclaves
and the andesite. Mixing of phenocrysts, including variably oxidised
amphibole, reversely zoned plagioclase and clinopyroxene rimmed
orthopyroxene is evident in SHV rocks. This resulted from non-
uniform reheating and remobilisation of a relatively old, cool, ~850°C,
and crystal-rich andesite magma by variable interactionwith an intrud-
ingmaficmagma (Murphy et al., 2000; Humphreys et al., 2009a). Disag-
gregation of the mafic magma into the andesite has been attributed to
shear-stress (Humphreys et al., 2009a) or decompression exsolution
of crystals and volatiles (Edmonds et al., 2014). Up to 6 vol% of ‘cryptic’
disaggregated mafic material (Humphreys et al., 2013) has been re-
corded in the andesites in addition to the 1–12 vol% of enclaves
(Murphy et al., 2000; Barclay et al., 2010; Komorowski et al., 2010;
Mann et al., 2013; Plail et al., 2014). Remarkably, up to 15–25 vol% of
‘inherited’ andesite phenocrysts and late-stage rhyolitic melt are also
found in the most-evolved diffuse contact enclaves, and more rarely in
the primitive enclaves (Murphy et al., 2000; Zellmer et al., 2003a;
Barclay et al., 2010; Humphreys et al., 2009a, 2009b; Plail et al., 2014;
Humphreys et al., 2013; Christopher et al., 2014; Plail et al., 2018). The
zircon results, however, suggest that rather than considering bulk per-
centages, individual enclaves need to be considered in detail to unravel
mingling processes – to paraphrase H. H. Read ‘there are enclaves and
enclaves’.

Injection of hot primitive magma into an intermediate mush would
cause crystal resorption near the magma mingling contact and, further
away, heating and remobilisation (Cisneros de León and Schmitt,
2019). Latent heat of ensuing crystallisation would partially melt more
distal regions of the host mush, adding intermediate magma, including
zircon, to the mix. This would promote new zircon crystallisation as a
result of local Zr saturation around xenocrystic zircon (Cisneros de
León and Schmitt, 2019). Such a process could have been important in
older recharge cycles in the SHVmagmatic system – although it should
be noted that overgrowth rims are not observed. It cannot, however,



Fig. 16. Schematic representation of processes beneath the SoufrièreHills Volcano: a. transcrustalmagma reservoir, note thedecreasing temperature, increasing SiO2 and variation in age of
crystals in themush (modified from Cashman et al., 2017); b.melt lenses of the transcrustal magma reservoir, the black lens represents injection ofmaficmagma; c. detail of themafic and
andesite magma interaction, temperatures from Humphreys et al. (2009a); d. preferential preservation of zircon crystals in the quenched contact between the mafic magma enclave and
the andesite, pale grey, and corrosion of the zircon by thermal reactivation in the andesite where not shielded in phenocryst phases (amp – amphibole); e. example of zircon preservation
in the quenched contact between the mafic enclave and andesite as seen in thin section, as shown in Fig. 3.
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explain growth of zircon in the mingled phase V dome collapse blocks
and their enclave-andesite quenched contacts studied here. This is be-
cause the zircon is not newly formed since recent phase III, mid-2005
to early-2007, mafic magma injection because crystals range in age
from c. 40–160 ka. In any case, zircon could not have grown between
mingling and eruption because growth rates are too slow, a ~ 50 μmzir-
con will not form in under 100 years in a metaluminous melt
(e.g.,Watson, 1996). Furthermore, as noted above, enclave and andesite
zircon saturation temperatures, 550–650°C, are lower than Ti-in-zircon
crystallisation temperatures, ~680–785°C. This indicates those magmas
were zircon undersaturated so the zircon is antecrystic – crystals from
the same magma system but not related to the host liquid – not
autocrystic, i.e., not syn-magmatic (cf., Siégel et al., 2018). Nevertheless,
local Zr saturation could have enhanced the preferential zircon preser-
vation in the enclave-andesite quenched contact.

As zircon is generally considered to be both chemically and physically
resilient, its heterogeneous preservation is somewhat mysterious:
euhedral-subhedral grains in the quenched enclave-andesite contacts
and near to these in the enclaves and as subhedral-anhedral corroded
grains in the andesite (Fig. 5). At first sight, this appears counter-
intuitive because, given the relative SiO2 content of the enclave and
andesite, 50.5 wt% and 58.5 wt% respectively, zircon should crystallise in
the andesite – or more likely, a more evolved pre-mingling composition
such as dacite-rhyolite. Whole-rock data show zircon was not fractionat-
ing from the enclaves nor andesite because Zr shows a clear, continuous,
inflexion-free, positive correlation up to 62 wt% SiO2 (Christopher et al.,
2014, their Fig. 17.9). As mentioned above, an exception is minor zircon
that crystallised in evolved late-stage melt pockets or near rapidly grow-
ing phenocrysts where, as a result of slow Zr diffusion, melts become lo-
cally supersaturated in zircon (Bacon, 1989). What is more, the pre-
eruptive temperature of the enclave magma was hot ~1050–1100°C
(Humphreys et al., 2009a) and volatile rich >8 wt% H2O (Edmonds
et al., 2014), whereas the temperature of the pre-eruptive andesite
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magma was cooler ~850°C (Couch et al., 2003) with 6–9 wt% H2O
(Edmonds et al., 2016). Considering kinetics of zircon dissolution,
however, can shed light upon the preservation paradox – depending, as
it does, on time, temperature and melt undersaturation with respect to
zircon (Watson, 1996). These factors are controlled to a great extent by
the intensity and duration of a magmatic event and melt reservoir vol-
ume. For example, numerical modelling suggests even the largest Mont-
serrat zircon grains, ~200 μm, would dissolve in a 1100°C mafic melt in
a fewweeks (Watson, 1996). Hence, the only way zircon could have sur-
vived in themaficmelt is if i. dissolutionwas inhibited by rapid cooling, or
ii. theywere shielded from themagma as inclusions in amajormineral ei-
ther prior to mingling or after mingling and before dissolution (Bea et al.,
2007; Bea and Montero, 2013).

The SHV zircon range of ages and compositions is compatible with
mush destabilisation that can result in eruptive magma batches, pre-
served as single rock samples, composed of minerals with very different
crystallisation histories as summarized in Fig. 16. Intrusion of the het-
erogeneous SHV crystal-rich andesite mush by hot volatile mafic
magma led to initiation of mingling that was quickly arrested as the
mafic material quenched, releasing heat and volatiles as it solidified.
At the contact between the two magmas zircon was trapped, shielded,
and so preserved during this rapid solidification. Zircon mingled into
the enclaves but was dissolved preferentially to other mineral phases
because of the higher temperature and, most importantly, because of
the zircon-undersaturated composition of the mafic magma. In the an-
desite, mafic magma intrusion led to concomitant thermal reactivation
and corrosion of zircon. No such thermal-preservation effect was pro-
duced in the lower temperature more hybrid, most-evolved, enclaves
that preserve fewer zircon crystals. Zircon is generally absent in the
erupted andesites andwhere found aremost commonly shielded inclu-
sions in amphibole phenocrysts or in the groundmass adjacent to Fe-Ti
oxide phenocrysts. Had the 2010 dome collapse not exposed and effec-
tively frozen the sub-volcanic magma reservoir, the zircon-rich
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quenched contacts may not have been revealed, and zircon dissolution
in the andesite may have progressed to completion.

6. Conclusions

Our new zircon data place constraints on processes in the Soufrière
Hills Volcano sub-volcanic magma reservoir.

i. Zircon 238U-230Th disequilibrium ages record that at least some
part of the SHV magma system was zircon-saturated over the last
250 ky and reflect prolonged pre-eruptive crystal residence in a
transcrustal mush. Comparison with SHV 40Ar/39Ar ages reveals zircon
crystallisation continued between eruptions indicating the presence of
melt at depth through periods of eruptive quiescence.

ii. Zircon mineral chemistry records crystallisation from composi-
tionally and thermally heterogeneous melts in small isolated lenses
where the melt becomes locally zircon saturated. Hafnium isotope
data show that these melts all had a very similar, typical island arc,
source composition.

iii. The range of zircon ages and compositions at thin section scale re-
veals amalgamation of crystals, that formed in distinctmelt lenses, from
different parts of themagmatic mush system at some point just prior to
eruption most probably related to mafic magma recharge mush
destabilisation.

iv. Injection ofmaficmagma addedheat and volatiles to the andesitic
melt-mush system significantly perturbing zircon preservation. Based
on morphology it appears that zircon was preferentially shielded in or
near the quenched contacts of the least-evolvedmafic enclaveswhereas
it was corroded in the thermally reactivated host andesite mush.

v. The age and mineral chemistry of zircon from recent volcanic
rocks has huge potential to place temporal and compositional con-
straints on processes in active sub-volcanic magma systems over both
long and short time and length scales.

Information obtained about the physical and thermal state of
magma storage conditions and the processes and timescales needed to
mobilise magmas before eruption can be fed into medium-long term
hazard mitigation planning strategies. Here we place constraints on
absolute timescales of crystal and melt storage, melt volumes and rela-
tive timing of eruption triggering. Real-timemonitoring data, for exam-
ple, geodesy and gas emissionmeasurements, indicate current unrest of
SoufrièreHills Volcanomagmatic system (Odbert et al., 2014; Nicholson
et al., 2013). Implications in terms of future eruptions include potential
danger to aviation, infrastructure damage, harm to agriculture and
safety, health and well-being for local populations and neighbouring
regions.
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